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Dead age 2 ps4

Dead Age II combines survival game genres, management and role-playing with rogue-like gameplay elements and turn-play battles as players struggle to survive zombie nightmares while building a new society. Players will experience a whole new, standalone story and all-new features as
they re-enact a world full of carnivorous destruction, Dead Age II follows a group of determined survivors who fled to liberty city in search of healing the plague that caused the zombie catastrophe a decade ago. Join them on a journey to survive as they complete quests to avenge precious
resources and build their base to live long enough to see the world peacefully. A tense turn-based tactical battle with gangs, robbers and hordes of brain-eating monsters can result in their characters permanently dying. - While unlocking permanent upgrades can bring hope for the future of
a group of patient survivors. With six unique storylines and unique endings, every decision is counted as a group of players to be friends with other survivors. Navigate difficult options and may find romance along the way. Building on the strengths of the original Dead Age, players can
expect improvements across the board to a mechanism that draws thousands of players to the Dead Age II franchise, launching a new world where players can explore unique indoor and outdoor environments and more exciting ways to reach more than 80 locations, including ships, trains
and other vehicles for faster journeys. The new advanced combat system will allow survivors to match enemies and upgradeable 3D bases to provide the tools they need to survive and thrive, such as crafting rooms for creating useful items and radio stations to help them find the necessary
equipment. The original dead age had a very positive score of 84% on Steam, but to reach new heights, we used many improvements for the heirs in the gaming field as much as possible. Today we will give you more information about the game's new combat system. Compared to Part 1,
the combat system is more complex and flexible. For example, you can now make two regular attacks in one round and collect adrenaline scores. Strong survivors can defend their allies by taking positions in front-row battles rather than range attack rows. In the forefront position, you can
also choose more complex skills such as Brute Strike and use your increased adrenaline to deal with higher damage. In a ranged attack row, you can also focus. Or can be very effective against enemies with certain debuffs. Of course, the enemy has nasty tricks as well. Their instincts may
have many. Zombies can strengthen each other, they beat each other to make themselves angry and even bite other zombies to gather life energy or summon the wildlife of zombie hunters. Zombies can also infect you with viruses. So watch out! On the other hand, you have new special
skills as well: you can use a mobile turret to call a dog, or later if you find even a hungry tiger. Key Features:New Brave World (Open): New features for franchises, players can explore the open world map freely. Limited Only walking distances and a number of resources will keep them alive
until they reach one of the 80 destinations. New indoor locations include cluttered hospitals, rescue bunkers, eerie schools and shops supplying a resource-rich army, including a return to the arid wilderness, bringing new depths to the fight for survival. Sweet Home (base): Dead Age II
Introducing advanced base management systems, players can increase their chances of survival by assigning tasks to survivors on their team, such as crafting essentials, building and upgrading stations used to improve their defense and quality of life at their base. Growing your base will
unlock advanced invention formulas that will improve craft items and resource productivity. We all work together: as the unborn world progresses, a new group of survivors in the spring: ruthless soldiers, devoted smugglers, and branches of independent civilians gathered to survive. Players
must visit the outposts of these forces, complete missions and make quick decisions during the event to gain their favor (or get new enemies) through the entire new Faction's reputation system. Getting support from different parties will improve trade relations to buy upgraded troop
equipment and unlock new endings. Upgraded battles: New and improved combat systems allow players to place their fighters with new front and rear positions. With the ability to use up to 24 skills and perform powerful knock-back attacks to fight, players are more powerful than ever when
they engage with deadly carnivorous zombies and other survivors. Now random events will appear in 3D, adding a scary layer in the chilling battle of the spine. Dead Age II is set to launch in advance for PC (Steam and GOG) on June 3, 2020. Manage survivors to run dangerous
scavenging, build alliances, craft equipment, make decisions, influence difficult stories, defend your camp with undead hordes and experience non-linear rogue-lite elements, indie survival-role-playing games! After an outbreak of zombies, you are lucky enough to join a group of survivors
and hole up in their camp. But that doesn't put you in danger! Food supplies are running low, injured survivors must be prone to it, and the material needs to be so scavenged. The camp is the same. Zombie threats are constantly increasing and friendly survivor gangs put you on the
defensive. Your decision in conflict situations affects the future of the story. You can choose to be a hero and help more survivors or let them die to stock up on supplies. We detect that JavaScript is disabled in this browser.com. You can find a list of supported browsers in our Help Center.
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